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Enjoy life, maintenance-free
A warm summer day, a cool evening breeze? Enjoy it. Fully. Without worrying about the mainte-
nance of your beautiful decking. You will no longer have to scrub and clean for long hours to clean 
and prepare your decking after winter. The composite material is much easier to maintain since 
it is not affected by moss or mould. In addition it is resistant to termites and other insects. Even a 
high-pressure cleaner is no problem for Dumadeck® under normal use.

Come rain or sunshine
Almost all products fade when exposed to UV rays and changes in weather conditions. With Du-
madeck®, fading is limited. And after some time your outdoor terrace will maintain its final, equal 
colour. Thanks to our high-tech mechanical production there is no quality difference between our 
boards as opposed to regular hardwood.

Easy and fast installation
Installing Dumadeck® is a breeze and does not require special equipment. With an ingenious hid-
den click system with aluminium fasteners the boards are screwed into a bearing structure on 
which the decking rests. Screws are no longer visible, which is also safer for the feet.

Environmentally friendly
At Dumaplast we attach a lot of importance to the environment. That is why Dumadeck® is envi-
ronmentally friendly and recyclable, since we produce our decking using wood fibres. As a result, 
no tropical hardwood trees need to be cut down if you opt for Dumadeck® decking. Furthermore 
our boards do not contain toxic substances.

Naturally high-quality
Dumadeck® terrace decking is made from a homogeneous combination of wood fibres and plas-
tics. It is exactly in this unique combination of nature and technology where its strength is. The 
advantages and strengths of both materials are indeed merged into these high-quality boards.

No deformation
The natural aspect and the appearance of brushed wood go hand in hand with the sturdy and 
durable qualities of synthetic materials. This also ensures that our decking is waterproof and will 
not swell or warp. It is also not subject to the well-known splitting of regular decking.

Safe for children’s feet
Thanks to the durable composite material, the boards do not 
rot or splinter. The whole family can kick off their shoes and 
walk on it barefoot, thus enjoying the pleasant contact with the 
splinter-free decking. Dumadeck® is therefore perfectly suited 
to place around your swimming pool. The brushed finish also 
provides a perfect anti-slip surface.

1. Easy to mount
2. Torx screw
3. Reinforced sides
4. Solid structure
5. Invisible assembly
6. Brushed sides
7. Hollow boards



The advantage of Dumadeck® 
compared to other composite boards

Unique shape and sturdiness
Our boards’ profile is unique and is completely different from other composite 
boards. Due to its solid and composite structure, Dumadeck® is much stronger, 
among many other features. There is considerably less risk of damage due to our 
boards’ increased impact resistance. In addition, our boards absorb a lot less water 
than comparable composite boards.

No finishing hardware 
Dumadeck® boards are also sanded and brushed on the sides. Due to 
this highly realistic effect, no finishing trims are required as is the case 
with other composite boards. The sides of your terrace can be perfectly 
finished by mitring the boards. Stairs or elevations also no longer pre-
sent a problem. All this is not only more attractive, but it also saves 
you time and money since no additional end caps have to be purchased 
and installed. You can then finish the edges of your terrace with our 
baseboard.

Invisible mounting 
Since our boards are held in place with hidden fasteners, the risk for 
the floating sides to break off due to falling objects no longer exists. And 
with the hidden click system your terrace will be more attractive since 
the screws are almost invisible. Our screws and the screw insert (bit) 
feature the professional TORX-system which makes installation even 
easier. Our click systems are available with a space of 5 mm between 
the boards. The terrace boards are screwed on our beams made from 
wood composite. You can find the complete installation instructions on  
www.dumaplast.be.

Standard available in 2.4m and 4m lengths.

AVAIlABlE cOlOURS
grey / brown / black
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SOlID SmOOTH (code 150) 7 boards/m2
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Stairs finish

Baseboard

gROOVED

SmOOTH

Hardwood Dumadeck®

Swelling as a result of water absorption Little influence of water

Easy formation of moss and mould Little or no formation of moss and mould 

Slippery when wet Less slippery

Heavy maintenance Low or no maintenance

Not resistant to insects Resistant to insects

Risk of warping and splitting Minimal expansion and warping

High discoloration due to sunlight Limited discoloration due to sunlight

Splinters No splinters

Requires regular oiling or painting No oiling or painting required

BASEBOARD (code 147)
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